Here are your learning objectives and activities for this week, please complete as much of this work as you feel you can:
Year 4 Planning
Week Commencing: 25.1.21

English

Maths

Monday
Below is a Timetable explaining what you need to do every day during school hours:
NB: The activities for each day will be uploaded before the start of school on that day.
Can I answer questions about chapter four of
Live input Mrs Amey 9am - This week we are continuing with the book Bill’s New Frock. Read
Bill’s New Frock?
chapter four or listen to Mrs Amey read it online and have a go at answering the questions provided.
You only need to choose one set of questions to answer and they would be the usual ones you do in
school.
Can I divide a 2-digit number by a 1-digit
Today we are continuing to learn how to divide using the bus stop method. Watch the video in the
number?
link below (YouTube) to learn this method and then have a go at the questions provided.
Can I divide a 3 digit number by a 1 digit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dv8BOsG8cPc&feature=emb_title&ab_channel=KSAMathemati
number?
cs
(Revising the bus stop method)

LCC/Science

Can I identify the properties of solids, liquids
and gases?

English

Can I expand a simple noun phrase?

Maths

Can I divide a 2-digit number by a 1-digit
number?

If you want to try some problems where remainders are involved have a look at this link.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FApcjdAhnrY&ab_channel=KSAMathematicsKSAMathematics
Children who are usually in Mrs Amey’s Purple Maths group, you will find that Miss Mitchell has
downloaded some tasks for you to do instead.
There are challenges in Google Classroom too if you want to have a go. These can be done at any
point through the week. They are optional extras that you can do if you would like to. Just follow the
instructions on the sheets.
Live input Mrs Amey 13:45 Following on from our learning on the water cycle, today we are going to
look at solids, gases and liquids and what their properties are. If you are unable to join in on the live
input there is a PowerPoint in Google Classroom for you to follow and then activities for you to
complete. The activity has been differentiated 1 star, 2 star and 3 star and you need only to do the
level you usually do in school.
Tuesday
Live input Miss Chapman-Hunt 9am
Today we are practising up-levelling sentences and making them more exciting by using expanded
noun phrases. Have a look at the sheets provided on adjectives. You need to identify where the
nouns are in the sentence and where the adjectives are. Remember, an adjective describes a noun.
There is a bit of mastery today- this means explaining how the adjectives make a difference to the
sentence and what images they create in your head.
Today we are continuing to learn how to divide using the bus stop method. Watch the video in the
link below (YouTube) to learn this method and then have a go at the questions provided.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dv8BOsG8cPc&feature=emb_title&ab_channel=KSAMathemati
cs

LCC/Science

Reversible/irreversible changes

English

Can I use expanded noun phrases to describe
my main character?

Maths

Can I divide a 3-digit number by a 1-digit
number?

PE

Can I find ways to keep my body and mind
healthy?

English

Can I spell homophones and near
homophones?

Maths

Can I solve correspondence problems?

If you want to try some problems where remainders are involved have a look at this link.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FApcjdAhnrY&ab_channel=KSAMathematicsKSAMathematics
Video demonstration from Miss Chapman-Hunt Uploaded with activities on Tuesday morning.
Today we are continuing to look at reversible and irreversible changes. Please watch the videos on
google classroom, ensuring you complete the activity in the following order. Watch video 1, make
your prediction, watch video 2, describe what happened and complete the rest of the table.
Wednesday
Live input Miss Chapman-Hunt 9am
Using the sheet provided draw a detailed picture of your main character before and after their
change. Think carefully about the features that are important. What colour is their hair? What are
they wearing? What is their expression? How old are they? Are they human? If you have colouring
pencils, use them to add colour to your drawing. Once you have drawn your picture, label any
features or characteristics that are an important part of your character. Once you have done this,
work through the instructions on the sheet. There are additional documents on google classroom to
help you, including a noun phrase generator and a word mat.
Today we are continuing to learn how to divide using the bus stop method. Watch the video in the
link below (YouTube) to learn this method and then have a go at the questions provided.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dv8BOsG8cPc&feature=emb_title&ab_channel=KSAMathemati
cs
If you want to try some problems where remainders are involved have a look at this link.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FApcjdAhnrY&ab_channel=KSAMathematicsKSAMathematics
This afternoon, Year Four have Achieve for All in school so we are going outside to do some sport.
Those of you who are at home could go for a walk, do some exercise in your garden or in the house
if your parents don’t mind or have a go at anything else that keeps you active. It is really important
to get some active moments in our day to keep our brains awake and ready for the next challenge :)
Thursday
Live input Mrs Amey 9am
Today we are going to look at spellings for some homophones and near homophones. If you are
unable to join in with the live input there is a PowerPoint for you to go through and also the
activities for you to complete in Google Classroom.
Today we are learning something new- correspondence problems. These use your multiplication
skills to find out how we can split items into groups. Watch the video to find out how to do this and
then use the activity sheets provided to have a go.

PE

Can I find ways to keep my body and mind
healthy?

RE

Can I say what it might be like to be a Hindu in
Britain today?

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/spring-week-3-number-multiplication-anddivision/
This afternoon, Year Four have Achieve for All in school so we are going outside to do some sport.
Those of you who are at home could go for a walk, do some exercise in your garden or in the house
if your parents don’t mind or have a go at anything else that keeps you active. It is really important
to get some active moments in our day to keep our brains awake and ready for the next challenge :)
Friday
Live input Miss Murray 10am In this lesson we are going to think about what it might be like to be a
member of a group pf people that share the same worldview or religions. Look at the power point
video called Y4 RE Can I say what it might be like to be a Hindu in Britain today? Use the worksheet
called Y4 RE Can I say what it might be like to be a Hindu in Britain today? to record your answers.
Then watch this short film to find out about how Hindus share worship.
https://www.truetube.co.uk/film/charlie-and-blue-hear-all-about-hindu-worship I look forward to seeing your
ideas. Mrs. Twiggs

English

Can I use expanded noun phrases to describe
the setting of my story?

PSHE

Can I explain ways to manage my spending?

In English today, we are learning how to add detail to our settings. Draw a detailed picture of the
place in which your story is set. Does the story happen up a tree, in a town, in the jungle, in a house
etc.? If you have colouring pencils, add colour to your drawing. Once you have drawn your picture,
label any features that are an important part of your setting. You could also have a go at putting
your character into your setting so that you are using some of the skills you learned on Wednesday
too. Complete the activities on the rest of the sheet and use the noun phrase generator and word
mat on google classroom to help you if you would like.
Live input Miss Chapman-Hunt 13:45
We are learning today how to track our spending and why it is important to do so. Mr Money has a
budget of £50. He spends lots of money but doesn’t know how much he has spent so you will need
to use your maths skills to work it out for him. His spending is all given to you on the PowerPoint
provided. We would then like you to create a poster to help Mr Money and others in the future. On
your poster consider why we need to keep a record of our money, what can happen if we don’t and
give advice as to how we can keep a record of our money.

